To satisfy the de mand for data on oxygen at higher pressures, an equation has been developed that represents the available experimental data wit hin t he acc uracy of the observed val ues. Values of t he vi d al coefficients are given for densities in Amagat units in the temperature range -200° to + 200° C. Val uefl of pressure in po unds per square inch 2 are tabulated co rrespondin g to tem peratures from -50° to + 150° F and den~itie s up to 320 times the density at 70° F and 1 atmos phere. These data are also presented in a char t , wit;h pVj RT and pressure as coordinates.
I. Equation of State
The use of progressively high er pressures in , high-pressure containers has developed a need for data on oxygen at pressures and densities higher than those at present tabulated. Although a n equa tion for r epresenting the proper ties of oxygen has been publish ed by M illar and Sullivan [ 
B =( BJ/ T )(l -exp (-M / T ))+ B 2 0 = (Od T )(1 -cxp (-lI1/ T )3) + 0 2 D = (EI / T )(l -exp (-M / T )1 )+D2
The omissio11 of the term in 1/V 3 is in accordance I with th c practice of Kamerlingh OlUlCS~ The ~ quantities E I , E2, n, O2, D b D2) and NI are C011-stan ts. The exponen t of C P.1/T ) is in each case, ! equal to (2n -l ) where n is th e exponent of V. to add tcrms con taining higher powers of V for making the cquation applicable at higher densities. No attempt h a b een made to see wheth er the form of temperature function used hcr e could be extend ed to such additional terms.
A study of ch arts of p V versu l /V for several substances shows that a lincar r elation exists b etween the minimum values of p V for the various isotherms and their corresponding values of density. If this linear r elation may be extrapolated to low temperatures where the minimum occurs in the region of the subcooled liquid and cannot be r eproduced experimentally , th en since the density of the condensed phase is fini te, the minimum value of p V should also be finite, even though negative at the lower temper atures. The form of temperature functions used in eq 1 h ave b een designed such th at th eir product with T rema ins finite as T approaches zero ; and in this respect are considered to b e better than those used for butadiene [2J , although the constants for th e second virial can b e chosen so that over a wide temperature range the two functions will give values v ery closely in agr eem ent. The form BI /T4 + B z, which was used for the third viTial in the equation for butadien e, b ecomes at high .temperatures a close approx imation to the form used h ere.
The valu e of M was determined by a m ethod of successive approximations. The procedure consisted in assuming a value for ]'111, solving-for B1 and B2 from valu es of th e second v irial deri ved from th e experimen tal data at two temper ature's, r I those chosen being 0° and 100° 0, and calculating the value of the second virial at a third temperature. Successive values of AI were chosen until the calculated value of the second virial at the third temperature, in this case the critical temperature, agreed with that derived from experimental data. The valu e obtained for M was near 1.25Tc and hence the number 192.838 was adopted for M. This is five-fourths of 154.27°K, the number reported by the Leiden laboratory for the critical temperature. In consideration of the law of corresponding states, the quantity 1.25Tc should be sufficiently approximate to make a good initial choice for fitting data to other substances, although the exact value five-fourths is no longer considered significan t .
Although coefficients were determined for the three terms to represent all the observed data for oxygen within th e limit of experimental accuracy, yet at the lowest temperatures the choice of a smaller value of AI would improve slightly the agreement between calculated and observed values But this change would be at the expense of excessive deviations at higher temperatures. A similar situation was found in attempts to apply the equation to nitrogen. 2 On the other hand, the data for nitrogen above 100° C indicate a larger value of M. This emphasizes the fact that, although eq 1 covers the entire range of data on oxygen, it is only empirical and is applicable to a limited temperature range.
For convenience in computation, the Naperian number e is replaced by the base 10 giving
The numerical values to be used are as follows: [3] up to 100' C is obtained, but at 400' C t he second virial coeffi cient is in error by about 0.0002, i. e., about 20 percen t. If the exponen t is in creased to about -1.8 T of T the experiment al data above -100' Care ver y well represented but not those at lower temperatures. and where in the right-hand side of thc equation, the temperature T is expressed in degrees Kelvin, and th e volume V, in Amagat units, that is, the ratio of the volume at the specified state to th e volume at 0° C and 1 atm. Since the fraction p V /RT is dimensionless in form, its value is independent of the units, and it may be expressed in any units so long as they are consistent.
II. Representation of the Experimental Data
Although this work was undertaken primarily to calculate data for use in th e compressed gas industry in the temperature range --50° to 150° F, I a much wider range has been covered. Equation 1 with the constants given in t he first section of this paper represents the available data within th e experimental error from -145° to 200° C, at densities up to 300 or even more Amagat units. The accuracy with which eq 1 r epresents the data is shown by figure 1, in which the COOl"dinates are (V/Vo) (l -pV/RT) versus Vo/V, where V is t he specific volume at t he pressure p and the temperature T, Vo is the specific volume at 1 atm and 0° C, and R is the gas constant in appropriate units. The continuous curves represent values calculated from eq 1. The sensitivity of the chart to errors in pressure is variable, with the density becoming infinite at zero density. The effect at -117° C of a 0.2 percent error in the pressure is illustrated by the distance H between th e top of t he ch art and t he adjacent dotted curve.
The available measured valu es of p VT for oxygen are represented by the various points in figlll'e 1. These data are given in International Critical Tables, [3] . They comprise measurements from three sources namely: (1) Holborn and Otto at the Physikalische Technische Reichsanstalt [4] , (2) Kamerlingh Onnes and his associates at Leiden [3 , 5] , Amagat [6] .
(1) The first group consists of nine measurements at pressures up to 100 atm at each of the temperatmes 0°, 50°, and 100° C . The points marked by X r epresent th ese measmements in figme 1. The empirical equation r epresents these measurements with average deviations from the observed pressmes of 0.011, 0.043, and 0 .017 percent, respectively.
(2) The second group are less precise and probably less accurate. Except for those observations below -117° C , they are represented in figme 1 by the various kinds of circles. Table 1 shows the pressure range covered by these measurements as well as the accmacy with which the empirical equation represents them. The fom columns contain respectively the temperatme in degrees C, the number of measurements at that temp eratme ,
the pressme range covered in atmospheres, and the average differ ence between the calculated and observed pressures in percent.
Except for the data at -102.46°C, the average deviations at low t emperatures do not exceed those in the temperature range 0 0 to 20° C, wher e the equation is more accurately determined by the measm ements at the Reichsanstalt. R eference to figure 1 shows that the data at -102.46 deviate consistently from the equation. There is no trend in the deviations at other temperatures to indicate that this is a failme of the equation. It appears rather that the data along this particular isotherm are in error. Likewise the four observed values at. ties of 167, 202 , 274, and 334, which , according to Leiden Communication 169a, form a complete series of observations (series XXXIII ), app~ar to b e even more in error. The relative size of the deviations are such that the error could either be in the temperature or in the calibration of the small end of the piezometer.
The third group of observed data are represented in figure 1 by the letter A. A comparison of these data with values calculated from eq 1 are given in table 2. No estimate of their accuracy can be deduced from their precision, since the values given by Amagat were r ead from smooth curves thr'ough the plotted experimental data. However at 100 atm, the values calculated from eq 1 agree with the first groups of data and therefore must b e very near the correct valu e. At this pressure, the deviation from the Amagat data is 0.3 to 0.9 percent. If the Amagat data do not contain errors that increase progressively with the pressure, it seems likely that the pressures calculated from the eq~ation are within 1 or 2 percent of the correct values up to 1,000 atm in th e temperature range 0° to 200° C.
There appear to have been no n ew data on the critical constants for oxygen since the review by Pickering [7] . The critical density as reported is about 301 Amagat units. The critical temperature and pressure reported by Onnes, Dorsman, and Holst [8] , whose values Pick ering chooses, are respectively 154.27° K and 49.71 atm. The pressure calculated from eq 1 at this density and temperature is 48.3 atm., whereas at the same density the calculated temperature corresponding to 49.71 atm. is 154.89° K , and the temperature at which dp /dV = 0 is 155.27° K. This indicates a higher critical temp erature than that reported by Onnes, although too much dependence should not be placed on slopes calculated from eq 1 in the critical region since, with the number of terms used, the equation is not applicable at densities mu ch above those plotted in figure 1 . The m easurement by Rossini and Frandsen [9] of the change in internal energy of oxygen between 40 and 0 atm at 28° C gives an excellent check on eq 1. Those authors report 40 (6.5 1)= 260.4 int ' j/mole. Through the use of eq 1 and integration of the relation (OE/OV)T= T (op/oTh-p, th e value 258.8 int j/mole is obtained, which is well within the accuracy claimed for the experimental data.
E. J. Workman [10] has measured in a calorimeter the ratio of the specific heat of oxygen at various pressures up to 130 kg/em 2 to the specific heat at 1 atm. A comparative method was used in which the same stream of gas was passed twice 7 .05 caljO C mole, the value of this r atio was calculated for the pressure 50 kg jcm. 2 The third and higher virials were neglected; at the high er pressures it migh t be necessary to include calculations based on the third virial. The valu es for the ratio calcula ted for 26 ° and 60° C are, respectively, l.102 and 1.076, whereas Workman gives l.088 and l.063, respectively. The cause for t his di screpancy of over 1 percent is suggested by Workman 's statement [10, p. 1352] as follows: "For example, we can be reasonably certain t hat in the presen t apparatus the net heat transfer q arises from an excess ive heat condu ction along the line lead ing from the low pressure bath to the heat interchanger . II H eat transfer at this place would always be in the direction to yield a low value for the ratio of specific heats.
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Equation 1 leads to a value of 94.9 X I0-5 for the second v iTial coefficien t for oxygen at 0° C. This is in very good agreement with C. S. Cragoe's [11 ] estimate (95.1 ± 0.9)X I0-5 . Thevalu eofp V/R T at 0° C and 1 atm derived from eq 1 is therefore 1-94.9 X I0-5 , or 0.99905l. Cragoe has shown this value to b e consisten t with measurements at pressures of 1 a tm or less. The use of R 1'0=
22.4 140 li ter atm per mole as given by him leads to a weight of 1.42904 g for the normal liter. This value was chosen by Pickering [12] in h is r eview of the experimental data on the weight of the normal liter.
Equ ation 1 has been compared with the Beattie Bridgeman eq uation [13 ] . The agreement is very close. For uni t Amagat density in the temperature range -140° to -\-200° C, the deviation for prjRT at the two extreme temperatures is 8 parts in 100,000, this being the maximum deviation. At 0° C, where eq 1 is in agreement with Cragoe's estimated value [11] , the B eattie Bridgeman equation gives a valu e of p -jRT, which is 5 parts in 100,000 smaller. At hi gher densit ies, eq ] is in slightl y better agreement wi th the experimental data.
It may be of interest to note that t he value of p V IRT calculated from eq 1 for saturated oxygen vapor at the normal boiling point (-183 .0° C) is 0.9713, which is probably as goo d a valu e as any now available.
PVT Data for Oxygen

III. Virial Coefficients
Instead of a complete table of press ures over th e whole range -200° to + 200° C, for whi ch eq 1 migh t be used, valu es of th e second virial coeffi cien t B are given in table 3 f 0)" eve ry 10 
Vah.es of the virial coefficient D plotted as a function of temperature.
To be used with densities in Amaga t units.
the density in Amagat units should be multiplied by the density at 0° 0 and 1 atm, 1.42904 gfliter. (2) becomes a convenient approximation to eq 1 at such low pressures.
IV. Table and Chart in Engineering Units
In the compressed gas industry, it is customary to express pressures in pounds per square inch, temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit, and densities in units similar to Amagat units, i. e. , the ratio of the density at the given condition to the density at 70° F and 1 atm (14.696 Ib/in. 2 ) . When eq 1 is reduced to these units, the constants represented by letters are Table 4 contains pressures that were calculated with the use of these constants in eq 1. Temperatures are given at the ends of the rows ; densities are given at the heads of the columns, and pressures in the body of the table. The units are asdescribed in the preceding paragraph except in the third section of the table where a unit of 10 Ib/in. 2 is used to avoid carrying pressures to an unnecessary number of places. An attempt has been made to give a number of decimal places comparable with the accuracy of the experimental data, although some of the values may be given to an extra place.
If tle number of pounds mass of gas per cubic foot is desired, the densities in the units given should be multiplied by the density at 70° F and 1 atm, namely 0.082787 Ib/ft 3 • This factor is deduced from three data, namely: (1 ) the value 0.99933 for p V /RT at 70° F and 1 atm calculated from eq I, (2) the value 22.4140 liter atm per scale assumed for RT at the ice point, (3) th e value 273.16° K assumed for th e temperature of the ice point.
The range covered by this table and the extent to which the equation is supported by experimental data in this region is illustrated in figure 1 by an area bounded on the left by the left-hand boundary of the chart, on the right by a vertical dot-dash straight line, and above and below by dot-dash curves . .
A chart ( fig. 4 ) has also been prepared that reproduces the data given in table 4 in a form that permits the rapid solution of practical problems. This chart is being printed in a larger size, together with similar charts for nitrogen and hydrogen, and with instructions for their use, as Bureau Miscellaneous Publication M 191. The cOOI'dinates of the chart are Z = pV/RT versus pressure.
On this chart, figure 4, pressures are expressed in pounds per square inch absolute and temperatures in degrees Fahrenheit, Densities are expressed as th e ratio of the density at the specified condition to that calculated from the equation for 70° F and 1 atm., i. e., 0.082787 lb/W. Readings from the chart indicate that it is drawn to represent the equation within 5 Ib/in.2 and within 0.0005 for the value of pV/RT. The quantity pV/RT or Z is independent of the units of p, V, and T as long as the appropriate value of R is used. The value of Z at 70° F and 1 atm is 0.99933 ; at 32° F and 1 atm, 0.999051. For the -units given in the chart, the value of R is 0.0277631. RT is then 0.0277631 (0 F + 459.69). The use of the chart is best illustrated by the following example: An oxygen cylind er of 1.528 ft3 internal volume is designed to b e filled at 70° F to a gage pressure of 2,000 Ib/in. (a) For the purpose of reading on the chart, we may assume that 2,000 Ib/in. 2 gage is equivalent to 2,015 Ib/in. 2 abs. The point on the chart at 70° F
